
Further information is available at:
www.docuform.de

The patented Global Printer Interface uses only
one Printqueue incl. Follow"2"Print print-devices
and manufacturer independent.

The administration and configuration of a
large number of print servers and print queues
is no longer necessary.

Global Printer InterfaceGlobal Printer Interface
GPIGPI

The system is self-learning and
maintenance-free. SNMP monitoring
automatically integrates new devices
and their properties in real time and
makes them available to the user.

INSTALLATION AND
MAINTENANCE

Microsoft Printserver can be omitted
completely. The control sequences are
distributed centrally and automatically via the
Mercury OMS Server. This can be either on-
premise or in the cloud.

PRINTSERVER

PRINT-QUEUES

The docuFORM GPI completely works
without a printer driver. All control
commands of all devices and all
manufacturers are already contained in the
Mercury database, which generates the
print output in real time and only shortly
before the printing process.

NO PRINTER DRIVERS



Printing is possible for all devices regardless
of your location at any time, regardless of
where the device is at the time of pick-up and
whether it is turned on. Only the usual print
queue is displayed to the user.

PRINTING OF LAPTOPS
AND MOBILE DEVICES

The SNMP data makes it easy to select printers by
location or device properties, which are provided
in real time.
When generating a print job, the user is shown
available and possible paper formats in real
time. If the paper output is changed, this is
immediately displayed to all other users and
avoids misprints.

FINDING PRINTERS
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Only metadata is sent to the network
to ensure the greatest possible
flexibility until printing.
This is the optimal prerequisite for
Follow "2 "Print.

PRINTING

Unique Follow"2"Print integration with a
common print queue for direct printing and
Follow"2"Print. The device-specific printout is
only generated shortly before it is picked
up at the device. This always guarantees all
finishing options from all manufacturers.

PULL PRINTING

The user has an individual "Tray App"
that displays all printing activities
with properties and "Follow "2 "Print
Overview. The app moves with its user
profile

TRAY APP


